
Human-Robot Collaboration us-ing Behavioral Cloning and Tele-operation
Description

Figure 1: Execution of the teleoperation sys-tem at the ALR.

Human-robot collaboration is be-coming one of the key fields inrobotic. Here, the robot must beable to perform complex movementsin coordination with a human part-ner. Several challenges are presentin this scenario. For once, the pre-diction and the modelling of humanactions is a very hard task in gen-eral. Furthermore, a simulated envi-ronment of the human-robot collab-oration is usually impossible since areal human is involved. Finally, theresulting policy of the robot must besafe and controlled since the robot interacts directly with its human partner.
One way of teaching a robot a given task is to use a behavioral cloning algorithm[2] to learn from an expert. During demonstrations the expert robot movements aregiven by another human which teleoperates [1] the robot as shown in Figure 1. Inorder to learn complex and smooth trajectories, we incorporate movement primitives[3] which model the robot trajectory as a weighted sum of basis functions. Thus,during training the robot has to generalize the actions from the expert in a givensituation and learn the weights for the movement primitive basis functions whichcorrespond to the desired trajectory. We additionally aim to apply new variants ofmovement primitives which got recently developped here at the ALR.Tasks

• Expand the current teleoperation setup to record robot trajectories and task-related data.• Create a dataset of a human-robot collaboration task where the robotic move-ment is controlled via teleoperation.• Apply a behavioral cloning algorithm to learn a robot policy that imitates thehuman expert which can solve the task.• Compare different motion primitive variants for the planning of the robot tra-jectories.References
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